It is with great pleasure that I want to thank TAM Foundation for extending
a much needed loan to me which enabled me to pursue my higher
education without interruption. The loan amount may not have been for a
very high amount but the amount that was extended to me assisted me
much.
Again thank you very much to TAM Foundation. I urge the Foundation to
continue assisting all needy children by extending such loans.
Harrwinrao s/o Rama Rao
BSC. Computer Science (Hons), INTI International University College
Current Employment: IT Administrator, Warner Music.

Dear President of TAM Education Foundation,
I am Polamarachetty Tina Veronica Rama Rao. I would like to express my
sincere gratitude and thanks for the utmost precious gift of Education,
enabled by TAM Education Foundation.
I completed my bachelor degree in Biomedical Science with full Honors in
Management and Science University, Shah Alam. My family and I would
like to thank TAM for providing an avenue for students like me and in need
in our community.
The financial aid provided by TAM is a boon that ensure qualified students
in our community such as me to have a proper education in this ever
competitive work industry. Education had given me a head start and all
thanks to TAM.
Thank you once again.

Namaskaram. I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to Datuk Dr
Achaiah Kumar Rao garu for initiating TAM Foundation education loan to
help the needy student. TAM Foundation has provided much needed stress
relief. I am so thankful for your incredible generosity!
As one of the Young Telugu teacher trainee, I am really looking forward to
the day I am able to serve back to TAM and our beloved community just the
way TAM helped me. Thanks for being such an amazing inspiration, TAM!

God bless
SHUMITRA RADAKRISHNAN
Final
Year
Student,
Bachelor
(Telecommunications)
Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM)
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Namaskaram, I'm Gajendran Rao Muragan, finished my degree in bachelor
of Electronics and Electrical engineering at UTM in this year JUN. I received
RM10K under TAM educational loan in 2016. I really thankful to receive this
loan because it helps me a lot during my studies to buy laptops, books,
electronics and electrical tools. Apart from that it also reduced my family
burden.
Currently working as Electrical & Instrument Engineer at ECO PLE LTD,
Tuas Singapore.
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